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1 .

	

Introductio n

In foundries, violent explosions occur occasionally when molten meta l

comes into contact with water . If similar explosions can occur with othe r

materials, hazardous situations may arise for example in LNG marine

transportation accidents, or in liquid cooled reactor incidents when molte n

U02 contacts water or sodium coolant .

Over the last 10 years a large body of experimental data has bee n

obtained on the behaviour of small quantities of hot material in contac t

with a vaporisable coolant . Such experiments generally give low energy

yields, despite producing fine fragmentation of the molten material .

These events have been interpreted in terms of a wide range of phenomen a

such as violent boiling, liquid entrainment, bubble collapse, superheat ,

surface cracking and many others . This work is well summarised in recen t

reviews by Caldarola (1974a) and by Cronenberg and Grolmes 1975 .

Many of these studies have been aimed at understanding the smal l

scale behaviour of the particular materials of interest . However, under-

standing the nature of the energetic events which were the original cause fo r

concern may also be necessary to give confidence that violent events canno t

occur for these materials in large scale situations .

More recently, there has been a trend towards larger experiments

(e .g ., Henry et al 1974, Briggs 1976) ; and some of these have produced

explosions of moderately high efficiency . Although occurrence of such

large scale explosions can depend rather critically on initial conditions

in a way which is not fully understood, there are signs that the interpretation

of these events may be more straightforward than that of the single drop

experiments (though we shall see that much of the data from these is stil l

applicable) . In the last two years several theoretical models for large

scale explosions have appeared (Colgate and Sigurgeirsson, 1973 ; Board ,

Hall and Hall, 1975 ; Henry and Fauske, 1975) which attempt a self contained

explanation of at least some stages of such high yield events : these have

as their common feature a description of how a propagating breakdown of an

initially quasi-stable distribution of materials is induced by the pressure

and flow field caused by the energy release in adjacent regions .
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These models have led to the idea (e .g ., Jakeman, 1975) that fo r

a full description of efficient large scale explosions it will b e

necessary to consider three stages : -

a) the setting up of a quasi-stable initial configuratio n

b) the triggering of this configuratio n

c) the propagation of the explosion .

In this paper we consider each stage in turn, reviewing the relevan t

experimental information and theory to see to what extent the requirements

for energetic explosions, and the physical processes that can satisf y

these requirements, are understood . We pay particular attention to an

attractively simple criterion for explosivity, suggested by Fauske, tha t

the contact temperature should exceed the temperature for spontaneou s

nucleation of the coolant, because on this criterion, sodium and U0 2 in

particular are not explosive .

2 .

	

The quasi-stable initial configuratio n

The initial conditions for a vigorous vapour explosion may b e

appreciated by recalling the calculations of Hicks and Menzies (1965) which

suggested that to release the maximum work from a given mass of fuel i t

had to be well mixed at constant volume with an approximately equal volum e

of coolant, reaching thermal equilibrium before being allowed to expand .

If, in real vapour explosions, the mixing is driven by expansion (se e

Section 4) an initial configuration in which the fuel and coolant ar e

coarsely interspersed (see fig . la) before the explosion is much mor e

likely to lead to high efficiencies ; the individual fuel and coolant

regions are then small compared with the overall dimensions of th e

explosion region and close enough together to give effective coupling fo r

coherence . As a result, the motions required for the rapid fine scal e

mixing and thus energy transfer are small compared with the motions fo r

overall expansion, and the expansion of a local region occurring during

(and because of) energy transfer will tend to drive the materials together

in adjacent regions .

If the fuel and coolant regions are not initially interspersed ,

(fig lb) however, the motions required for rapid fine mixing are of,the

same scale as the regions themselves, and the energy transfer cannot b e

complete before significant expansion has occurred . Moreover, the energy
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transfer may well be terminated prematurely because the expansion will tend

to separate the two components . Also, for a single region of fuel in a larg e

volume of coolant, the effective mixture ratio at the time of rapid energ y

transfer (determined by the dynamics of the mixing) may well be ver y

different to the equal volume ratio required for high yields . For a region

of coolant in fuel, an excess of fuel in the dynamic mixing increases th e

yield, so low yields are somewhat less likely . For a pre-disperse d

configuration, if one phase is greatly in excess, these remarks still apply ,

but if the configuration contains approximately equal volumes of fuel an d

coolant initially, the optimum effective mixture ratio is attained inevitably .

The initial configuration, which exists before the explosion, mus t

be stable (in the sense that the temperature difference must be retained )

for as long as it is necessary for the configuration to develop . In the

case of large scale explosions in which the two materials are initiall y

separate and are brought together by pouring, this may be rather a lon g

time ('L 1 sec), though in other situations, (e .g ., in a shock tube geometry ,

or even a whole core accident with sodium in the core) the configuratio n

may be achieved in only a few msec, so there may be no need for stabilit y

at all in the conventional sense .

-2 .1

	

Small Scale Experiment s

2 .1 .1 Single drops of fuel in coolan t

Many material pairs do not interact at all in this configuratio n

but can still produce violent explosions on a large scale (e .g., aluminium/

water) . Those materials which do interact on a small scale all show roughl y

similar results (fig . 2), i .e ., after a time delay ('dwell time') A.10-300 ms ,

a number of rapid pressure pulses (0 .1-40 bar) of low energy content, and

finely fragmented debris . Sodium and U02 results are very similar to thos e

of other interacting materials in this respect, including the rise time ,

shape and magnitude of pressure pulses, suggesting a basically similar

nature for the interaction . The low yields which occur in small scal e

experiments despite the rapid fine fragmentation may be understood in terms

of the initial configuration as discussed above .

It has been suggested (Jakeman 1975) that materials which fragmen t

readily on a small scale (e .g, tin/water, sodium/U0 2) appear to be jus t

those which do not interact violently on a large scale : this seems plausibl e

in view of the stability requirements for the pouring mode of contact
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(see above), however stability is known to depend strongly on th e

conditions (e .g ., fuel temperatures, and coolant subcooling) so that a

wide range of conditions must be investigated if such general argument s

are to be substantiated even about a particular mode of contact .

The conditions for interactions to occur have been well studie d

(e .g .,Dullforce et al 1975), and it is clear that for most materials, film
boiling plays an important role in stabilising the drops during the dwel l

time . The interaction occurs when the hot surface cools down sufficiently

for the vapour film to break down spontaneously, provided that the bulk

of the drop is still molten . (e .g . Reynolds et al, 1976 )

There are other possible explanations of the observed dwell time fo r

sodium and U0 2 , e .g ., if the interface is well wetted, nucleation may b e

delayed (Fauske, 1973) or if the fuel interface is frozen, either drops o f

fuel (Cronenberg and Fauske, 1973) or drops of coolant (Board, 1974) coul d

be stable for a period . The need for such special arguments arises if th e

more generally applicable film boiling hypothesis does not apply for thes e

materials .

2 .1 .2 Coolant injected into fue l

High yields (up to 4,10% of the thermodynamic maximum) have been produce d

in rather small scale events when the coolant is injected into the fuel, vi z

sodium into U02 or water into salt (see fig . 2) . The sodium/U02 results have

been explained on an ad hoc basis as due to superheating of a single dro p

of sodium in U02 , though this seems less likely when surface freezing and

cracking are taken into account (Cronenberg and Fauske, 1975) . There is

little evidence to support this explanation from violent explosions in an y

other materials : for water injected into salt, the contact temperature i s

above the spontaneous nucleation point so that wetting is unlikely . The

sodium/U02 results have also been explained on the basis of pressurisation

of a UO 2 shell by a contained sodium drop (Board 1974) ; again this' is no t

appropriate to many other materials .

It is instructive to see to what extent the results are understandabl e

in terms of the general configuration as above before resorting to suc h

special arguments .
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The high yields could be due merely to the configuration of coolan t

in fuel being more likely to lead to a suitable effective mixture ratio ,

though in a single drop configuration, expansion during mixing and th e

tendency for the phases to separate make this less likely . However, photograph s

of the water/salt explosion, fig 3a, suggests that the single dro p

configuration is not in fact appropriate in this case, in that the kineti c

energy of injection, and the consequent vapour production rates appear t o

lead to some intermixing before the explosion (cf Freon results fig 3b and

section 2 .2) . If this is also true of sodium injected into U02 , the high

yields are easily understood . In this case, the injection velocity (ti9 .5 m

sec-1 ) is such that considerable break up and intermixing are inevitable i f

the materials remain liquid . Surface freezing in the immediate vicinity o f

the coolant may restrict the intermixing but it is unlikely to prevent i t

completely . We note that the distribution will contain drops of coolant i n

fuel, but also drops of fuel in coolant, so that a number of triggerin g

mechanisms are possible (section 3) .

2 .2

	

Large Scale Experiment s

Well instrumented experiment& on large scale explosions are much fewe r

than those on small scale events . Events have occurred with aluminium (or

steel) and water, Freon and oil (or water) and LNG and water . The energy

yield is quite high for some of these events (ti 30% of thermodynamic maximu m

for Freon and water) . Experiments with '20 kg aluminium and water a t

Winfrith (Briggs 1976) show the materials film boil, and become coarsel y

intermixed before the explosion . It is interesting to note that without an

adequate understanding of the important factors, it can be quite difficult to
(

obtain the right conditions for a violent explosion (Briggs had ti20 unsuccessfu l

tests) even if these are apparently well documented (Long 1957) - by the sam e

token it is clearly difficult to show from nul l results that such condition s

do not exist . Large scale experiments qi sodium and U02 at Ispra (Fasoli Stell a

et al, 1973) show a number of small incoherent interactions probably indicating in-

adequate stability ar an initial configuration too widely dispersed . By contrast ,

in the same geometry, experiments with steel and water, a combination known t o

be explosive, produced no explosion at all . Large scale pyrotechnic U0 2

experiments (Johnson 1975, see fig 2) also produced multiple interactions ,

though with rather higher pressures than those at Ispra : dwells between contac t

and first explosion were up to 190 ms . The measured sodium evaporation rate s

in the dwell periods were an order of magnitude lower for sodium at 600° compared

to sodium at 300°, indicating if not the onset of film boiling, according t o

the authors, at least a significant degree of bubble coalescence .
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It is clearly necessary to understand the conditions for vigorous

explosions in order to extrapolate results from rig to reactor . Much of the

information on this problem comes from large scale Freon explosions since th e

conditions for energetic explosions are very easy to achieve with this material .

Freon/water and Freon/oil systems have been studied . Measurements o f

explosion pressures and dwell times for the two systems are shown in fig 4 .

The dwell times increase strongly with fuel temperature in a very similar

manner to those of tin and water (Dullforce 1975), suggesting a similar

interpretation in terms of cooling during stable film boiling to the poin t

of spontaneous breakdown . To investigate the interpenetration of the hot an d

cold liquids before the explosion, we have filmed an interaction in which

Freon was poured into water seeded with marker particles . The results showed

the marker particles were engulfed as the Freon descended through the water .

A measurement of the displacement of the upper water surface indicated tha t

the interacting region contained ti
3
water by volume .

The results in fig . 4 suggest that the spontaneous nucleation criterio n

adequately distinguishes nucleate from film boiling for the Freon/oil system ,

but does not do so reliably for the'Freon/water system, particularly if th e

Freon is subcooled (Board, Hall and Brown, 1974) . The difference may b e

because of heterogeneous nucleation in the water system (Henry et al 1975 )

or becuase of the mutual

	

solubility in the oil system : in any real situation ,

the physics of boiling is probably rather more complex than the simpl e

instantaneous contact criterion implies . It should therefore be more reliabl e

to determine the threshold of film boiling experimentally for the material s

of interest . As discussed in 2 .1 .1, and above, present results for sodium an d

UO2 contact (fig 2) show more characteristics of film boiling and explosions

than nucleate boiling . Measurements of dwell time as a function of temperature s

of fuel and coolant should enable the th'reshold of film boiling to be determined .

The shortness of the dwell times for UO 2 in subcooled sodium suggests tha t

it may be rather difficult to obtain large scale intermixing in the pourin g

mode of contact with these materials .

2 .3

	

The	 initial configuration in the theoretical models .

Both the BNL model for detonating explosions (Board, Hall and Hall, 1975 )

and the Fauske and Henry (1975) model for a large scale explosion start with

the initial condition of coarse intermixing of the two materials, Fausk e

assuming drops of coolant in the hot material (Freon in oil) and Board and Hal l

drops of fuel in coolant . (Colgate assumes stratification : see section 4 .2) .
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It seems likely that the initial mixing and break up occur because of th e

initial kinetic energy of the pouring, and also because of the Taylo r

instability of film boiling in a gravitational field . Vapour production

supports the liquid drops - if the drop is too large, vapour domes for m

in the film and break the drop down to a size where surface tensio n

stabilises it . The low surface tension of Freon (ti 1/10 of sodium) coul d

be an important feature in determining the ease with which the condition s

for violent explosions are obtained with this material .

3 .

	

Triggering

We need to understand why the explosion starts suddenly after a perio d

of quiescence, and what is the nature and cause of the mixing and energ y

transfer process at this stage (this may be different from that occurrin g

when the explosion is fully developed) . Evidence from small drop studies

suggests that many materials explode spontaneously after a dwell perio d

which depends on the coolant subcooling and the drop initial temperature

(Vaughan and Dullforce 1974) . Many authors have suggested (Reynolds 1976 )

that the explosion is associated with the spontaneous breakdown of a vapou r

blanket, occurring when the drop surface has cooled to a threshold value

which may be similar to that associated with the onset of transitio n

boiling on solid surfaces . (The transition boiling temperature is generall y

found to be significantly below the spontaneous nucleation temperature, thoug h

it depends on subcooling, convection velocity etc ., and TSN may represent an

upper limit . )

Attempts have been made to understand tha mixing and fragmentation tha t

would occur if a vapour blanket (or bubble) collapsed, in terms of the actio n

of liquid jets (Board, Farmer and Poole, 1974 ,

	

.Buchanan, 1973, Caldarola an d

Kastenberg, 1974) . Board, and also Buchanan, in an attempt to understan d

small scale tin/water interactions, consider the break-up of the coolan t

jet within the fuel, whilst Caldarola calculates the break-up of the fuel b y

the kinetic energy of the jet .

However, the theory of spontaneous blanket collapse does not provid e

a sufficient explanation for triggering in all cases, e .g ., for aluminium/

water events where the transition boiling point is well below the freezing point ,

the metal. would be solid when blanket collapse occurred, and in this cas e

entrapment at the base of the vessel has been suggested . Entrapment can als o

occur within the bulk fluid - pressurisation and bursting of frozen shell s

is then possible . This mechanism, and also thermal stress fragmentation
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(Cronenberg and Fauske 1973) could be relevant as triggering mechanisms

for sodium/U02 explosions since freezing is particularly likely in thi s

case . Fauske has suggested that sodium drops in U0 2 may become superheated

to the spontaneous nucleation temperature and explode . This could provide

triggering for a large scale event . For materials where the contact

temperature is between TSN and the critical temperature, Fauske has proposed a

'drop capture ' process involving vapour blanket collapse and liquid-liqui d

contact (see Section 4) whereby drops can still become superheated an d

explode . It has also been shown that explosions may be triggered at will

in molten tin by an external mechanical disturbance sufficient to caus e

initial blanket collapse (Board and Hall, 1974) . A spark discharge has be e

used to trigger small aluminium/water and Freon/water explosions but wa s

not successful with LNG or liquid nitrogen and water . Detonators have

successfully initiated large scale explosions with aluminium and wate r

(Labor and Lemmon 1970) and on a smaller scale with zirconium/wate r

and other materials (Higgins 1956) .

The requirements of the trigger process clearly depend on the stabilit y

of the initial configuration . For some materials the stability is margina l

and the requirements are easy to satisfy . For others, rather large trigger s

may be necessary . Colgate has suggested (Colgate 1974) that experiments whic h

show an extreme sensitivity of explosion occurrence to small details o f

experimental set up do so because the initiation or triggering is the sol e

phenomenon being investigated . He suggests that to adequately investigat e

the true explosive potential of large scale systems it may be necessary to

provide a large trigger of similar energy density to that of the explosio n

itself -- this may be particularly the case if surface freezing is likely to

compete against explosion mixing, because this might inhibit escalation from

lower energy densities . A similar point has been made in respect of th e

detonation model (see Section 4) by Fishlock (1975) .

If very energetic triggers are required for some materials because such

escalation is impossible then this could reduce the hazard potential considerably . .

On the other hand if escalation from low energy triggers can occur (it clearl y

does for many materials) then it is unlikely that a full understanding of th e

low energy triggering mechanisms would help significantly in a safety argument .
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4 .

	

Propagation

The fact that large scale vapour explosions can produce high energ y

yields implies either the interaction is triggered everywhere simultaneousl y

or that it spreads itself very rapidly from a localised trigger . The latter

seems the more likely possibility since most of the trigger mechanism s

considered would produce only localised effects . Rapid self propagation fro m

local triggers is abasic characteristic of chemical explosions where i t

occurs either by heat conduction raising the adjacent material to the reactio n

temperature (as in deflagration) or pressure waves giving compressive heatin g

(detonation) . Two related mechanisms have been suggested for causing propagatio n

in vapour explosions ; pressure waves producing vapour blanket collapse (Board

and Hall, 1974; Henry and Fauske, 1975) and explosive displacements producin g

rapid mixing (Colgate and Sigurgeirsson, 1973 ; Board, Hall and Hall, 1975) .

Other mechanisms which have been suggested as possible 'explanations' o f

vapour explosions such as superheat, shell rupture, thermal stress fragmentatio n

cyclic bubble growth and collapse etc ., do not have the necessary characteristic s

for strong coupling and rapid action, and are thus unlikely to be important i n

propagating explosions .

4 .1 Experimental Evidence

As mentioned earlier there have been few direct observations of a vapou r

explosion spreading across an extended region . Propagation has been observed

with molten tin and water in relatively constrained geometries, e .g ., a narrow

tank (Board and Hall, 1974) and also a 1 metre long tube . Films obtained

by Dullforce (1976) show propagation between tin drops in a water filled tub e

clearly associated with vapour blanket collapse . Laber and Lemmon (1970) an d

more recently Briggs (1976) have taken films of large scale aluminium water

explosions which show clear evidence of a rapidly moving explosion fron t

(ti2 x 102 m/sec 2) . In recent studies with the Freon/water system we have take n

high speed films with simultaneous pressure measurements which show that the

explosion spreads by means of a shock front (observed as a simultaneous ste p

increase in pressure and density) moving at a velocity of ti102 m/sec .

4 .2 Theoretical Models for Propagatio n

All three of the models discussed have as a common feature strong

hydrodynamic coupling between the region of explosive energy release an d

adjacent (as yet unexploded) regions . The energy is released from the coolant

because of rapid heat transfer from the fuel . In the models of Board and Hall ,

and Colgate,, heat transfer occurs primarily because of rapid simultaneou s

fragmentation ; in Fauske's model the fragmentation is assumed to occur befor e

the propagation process .
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4 .2 .1 Colgate's Explosive Self Mixing Model.

Colgate and Sigurgiersson (1973) have advanced a theory of explosive

selfmixing which originated from observations of seabed explosion craters .

Localised explosive energy release at an interface between two fluids leads t o

rapid mixing over the volume of the crater, and if the fluids are such tha t

mixing would lead to further energy release (either chemical or thermal) a

self-propagating explosion could occur (cf Krakatoa) . This possibilit y

dissuaded Colgate from using a TNT charge to blast molten lava from th e

harbour entrance at Heimaey .

The model has subsequently been developed (Colgate 1974) to include

a detailed model for the turbulent flow and mixing . For ideal (non viscous )

fluids, the interfacial mixing occurs as in a normal turbulent plume (i .e . ,

with a half angle of - ) . The minimum particle size produced is determined by

the minimum size eddy (typically ti10 -5 cm for these flows) . For more viscou s

liquids(e .g ., molten lava) where the minimum eddy is too large, Colgat e

suggests the explosion shear stress may be sufficient to tear loosesolid particle s

of thermally fractured material (the ' shards ' found in abundance by vulcanologists ;

It is possible that this mechanism 'could also apply to thermally fractured U0 2 .

Colgate employs a very simple model of explosion dynamics, considering that

the shear velocity which produces mixing will correspond to an energy densit y

only modestly less than the pressure energy released at roughly equal volume

mixing . However, energy losses and the effects of expansion on the work

potential will be very significant for an explosion at an initially plan e

interface . (Colgate does not consider pre-mixing) . Motion in the direction

perpendicular to the interface will reduce the pressure and remove energy . A

two dimensional hydrodynamic description is necessary to determine if propagation

is in fact posshle in this configuration . In the absence of such treatment th e

basic model could be coupled to one dimensional dynamics (shock wave or detonation

theory) to apply to approximately one dimensional situations such as a layer o f

fuel on the walls of a long tube ('film detonation') or the coarsely intermixe d

configuration employed by Board and Hall, and Fauske . (The turbulent mixing

theory forms an alternative description of explosive fragmentation to the semi-

empirical relation for drop break up in the Board and Hall model) .
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4 .2 .2 The Detonation Mode l

Board and Hill (1974a) have advanced a model for the steady one

dimensional propagation of a large scale explosion . By analogy with

chemical detonation, they have shown that the limiting steady stat e

propagation velocities and pressures are independent of the rates (o r

mechanisms) of fragmentation and energy transfer, and are determined onl y

by the initial conditions of mixture ratio, coolant and fuel temperature s

and void fraction . The energy yields are similar to those predicted by

Hicks and Menzies . For a wide range of typical materials, including sodium

and U02 , the material displacement velocity behind a detonation front is mor e

than sufficient to cause very fine fragmentation and mixing even if the fue l

drops have solid crusts : the energy transfer timescale is limited by the dro p

break-up time rather than the . heat transfer coefficient : this timescal e

determines only the length of the energy transfer region, and not the rate o f

propagation or the pressures . To satisfy the requirements of strong couplin g

and one dimensional hydrodynamics, the energy transfer region must be shor t

compared with the overall size of the explosion : thus detonation can onl y

occur in small regions if the mixing is very rapid .

This model gives a self contained description of a steadily propagatin g

explosion but does not describe how this could be initiated . In the cas e

of chemical detonations an energetic trigger is often used to initiate th e

required strong shock wave, though it is not necessary in all cases . Fo r

vapour explosions, it is possible in theory in very large scale events fo r

the steady state process to be achieved from an arbitrarily small trigger ;

the initial impulse can cause an escalating increase in the pressure an d

velocity (Fishlock 1975) . If the fragmentation at these intermediate velocitie s

were due only to the Taylor instability which dominates in the high velocit y

case, the mixing length would be very large ; however we know from shock wave

fragmentation studies (e .g ., Ranger and Nicholls 1969) that at moderate velocitie s

many other mechanisms are capable of producing rapid drop break-up (e .g . Buttery

1976) . In the absence of significant displacement velocities, high pressur e

vapour collapse could lead to efficient and rapid mixing but this is less wel l

understood . (Note : Depending on the contact mode it may not be necessary t o

have stable film boiling for vapour collapse to be effective : vapour bubbles may

in fact be more effective than stable vapour blankets in producing fragmentation) .
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4 .2 .3 The Henry-Fauske (1975) Model for Large Scale Vapour Explosions

The Henry-Fauske (1975) model is on a slightly different footing t o

those of Colgate and Board and Hall since it is intended as a justificatio n

of the spontaneous nucleation requirement, which they state applies to all thre e

stages of mixing, triggering and propagation . They suggest that for larg e

scale explosions such as Freon in hot oil, where the contact temperature i s

above the spontaneous nucleation point, individual small drops are captured

and heated until they explode . These drops produce shock waves which fragmen t

adjacent larger drops . When there is a sufficient population of small drop s

the pressure increase from an individual drop explosion leads to the rapi d

coherent ' capture ' and explosion of a large number of small drops . The

propagation mechanisms in this model are somewhat similar to those discusse d

previously except that shock wave fragmentation is assumed to be slow an d

incoherent ; pressure enhanced capture is a very specific form of blanke t

collapse . Fundamental to the idea of incoherent pre-explosion fragmentation ,

however, is the distinction between the behaviour of small drops and larg e

drops which was not well founded .

	

Transient pressurisation due to single phas e

heating on contact was assumed to inhibit nucleation until return of a

rarefaction wave from the opposite'face of the drop, giving a time fo r

nucleation depending on drop size . In fact, as a number of people have pointe d

out (e .g ., W .B . Hall, P .C .), single phase pressurisation decreased with (time )l

to very low levels well before the return of the rarefaction wave .

	

If the

capture process occurs similarly for all sizes of drop , the explosion will b e

very inefficient, unless the shock wave fragmentation in the model occur s

coherently at the same time . In this case the propagation dynamics are quit e

consistent with those considered in the other models .

A subsequent paper (Henry and Fauske 1975a) côncerns itself only with th e

capture process which involves the collapse of a vapour blanket and liquid -

liquid contact . Fauske shows that even when the contact temperature is abov e

TSN, a vapour film need not be re-established immediately . Provided the

nucleation rate is not too high, bubbles of a limited size grow and possibl y

collapse at the interface leading to an enhanced heat transfer as in nucleat e

boiling . It is not obvious that the process can heat more than a very thi n

layer (n.10 v) before the bubbles grow to coalescence, and it cannot actuall y

increase the heat transfer rate beyond that from conduction from the ho t

material (this is limited by the requirement that the surface is at th e

spontaneous nucleation temparature) so it is difficult to understand wh y

the process should be both necessary (because T c > TSN is necessary) and

sufficient to cause small drops (100p) to explode . We consider below mor e
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general arguments to see to what extent it is possible to justify the clai m

that Tc > TSN is necessary for the triggering or propagation stages of a n

explosion .

3 .

	

Spontaneous Nucleation in the Triggering and Propagation Phases

If spontaneous nucleation is to be a condition for small scale explosivit y

(triggering) it must lead to a vapour generation rate with an explosiv e

work potential which is significantly greater than occurs without it .

Initially on contact between two surfaces the vapour generation rate i s

determined by the nucleation rate, each nucleus growing at a rate determine d

by the saturation pressure at the contact temperature . Above TSN a large numbe r

of bubbles will grow but will coalesce quickly into a very thin vapour fil m

(a,10-5 cm) whereas just below' TSN a few bubbles will grow (initially at a

similar rate) coalescing only when they are much larger . Thus the total volume

of vapour generated and the potential for mechanical work will be muc h

greater below
TSN

than above it even though the initial rate of generatio n

will be greater above than below . This is borne out by experimental observation s

of breakdown of Leidenfrost drops where significant contact and energy releas e

occurs only below a threshold temperature (the Liedenfrost point) which i s

itself below T
SN .

The propagation phase requires rapid heat transfer and expansion . Since

for efficient explosions the majority of the heat transfer must occur befor e

expansion, we can consider these two processes separately .

5 .1 Spontaneous nucleation and heat transfe r

Spontaneous nucleation can only be justified as a requirement for the hea t

transfer process if it leads to significantly enhanced heat transfer rates compare d

to other processes . However experimental heat transfer data (e .g ., Berenson 1960 )

show that the peak heat fluxes occur in the nucleate boiling region below T SN , and

this generally applies even for timescales as short as l0ps(see for example fig 1 0

of Board et al 1971) . The peak fluxes are conventionally understood in terms of

surface wetting and microlayer evaporation(e .g ., Moore and Mesler 1961),processe s

which are unlikely to be important above T SN . In this region heat fluxes decreas e

(film boiling) by an amount which depends strongly on subcooling (i .e .pressure) an d

timescale, but can be as little as a factor of two for highly sub cooled wate r

and 100 ps transients . The fact that vigorous explosions can occur wit h

materials like molten steel or aluminium, where the contact temperature mus t
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be well above the critical temperature suggests that these somewhat lower

fluxes may still be adequate for explesive propagation .

Thus the evidence suggests that spontaneous nucleation leads to a

slight decrease in heat flux : the lower fluxes may well still be adequate

for explosions, but there is no reason why spontaneous nucleation should b e

a requirement for the heat transfer process .

5 .2

	

Spontaneous Nucleation and Expansion

It remains a possibility that spontaneous nucleation is a requiremen t

for explosive vapour generation after the energy transfer phase . It is
worth noting that the temperature of the liquid at the end of the energy

transfer stage is not related to the initial contact temperature but i s

determined by the bulk temperatures and mass mixture ratio of the fuel an d

coolant . Thus criteria concerning instantaneous contact temperature are no t

relevant at this stage of the explosion and sodium/U0 2 may achieve a mixtur e

temperature above the spontaneous nucleation point as easily as other material s

(as in Fauske's super-heated drop model for sodium injected into U0 2) . A

further point to note is that even, if the mixture ratio is such that the fina l

temperature is below T SN and there are no other nucleation sites availabl e

the propagation process itself can still occur because the shock wave i s

driven along by single phase expansion during the heating process .

However, the two-phase expansion which does external mechanical wor k

can he affected by the coolant nucleation characteristics . If the mixture

ratio is such that the final coolant entropy is supercritical, the expansio n

adi.abat does not pass through the two-phase zone of the P-V diagram and coolan t

nucleation characteristics are irrelevant . If the mixture ratio is less than

this value, some density of conventional nucleation sites is necessary if th e

coolant is to exert its full work potential .

The site density required depends on the expansion timescale, but fo r

a 1 metre column restraint, Fishlock (1975) has shown that between 1 02 and 104

nucleation sites per square cm of column area are sufficient to ensure the

work potential is not significantly limited in a 10 ms expansion period . For

a 10 cm fuel zone with 100p fragmentation, there are 1 06 fuel particles with a

total surface area of 10 3cm2 per square cm of column . Thus if 1 in a 100

fragments acts as a nucleation site (i .e ., if there is one site per 10 squar e

cm of heat transfer surface area), then nucleation will not limit the wor k

potential .
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6 .

	

Summary and Conclusion s

Recent advances in the description of large scale high efficiency vapou r

explosions indicate that it is necessary to consider three stages :

a) quasi-stable initial configuration, b) triggering, c) propagation . Model s

for large scale explosions put forward recently have helped to achieve a n

improved understanding particularly of the propagation phase .

a) Quasi-stable Initial Configuratio n

Consideration of the requirements for the initial configuration indicat e

that intermixing before the explosion such that the individual fuel an d

coolant regions are small compared with the size of the exploding region, an d

close enough together to give coupling for coherence, may be a necessary conditio n

for high efficiency explosions . This suggests why small-scale experiments give

low yields but large scale events (or small scale injection experiments whic h

can lead to fine initial mixing) can produce high yields . Results from smal l

scale sodium and U0 2 experiments are very similar to those from many othe r

materials . There is no evidence of a basically different nature which coul d

in the author's view, justify special . arguments or unique explanations for th e

behaviour of these materials .

Stable film boiling may be important in establishing the necessar y

intermixing for large seale explosions in some contact modes (but not al l

reactor accidents) : spontaneous nucleation appears to be a useful but no t

wholly reliable criterion for stable film boiling . For sodium and U02 , th e

criterion suggests that film boiling may not be unconditionally stable, an d

experiments show rather short delay times before interaction occurs . Thi s

indicates that it may be difficult to set up the initial conditions for larg e

scale explosions in pouring experiments with these materials ; it may be somewha t

easier in other contact modes such as in shock tubes, with Na injection, or

with rapid heating of already mixed materials as in a reactor whole core accident .

b) Triggerin g

For the triggering process, the requirements depend on the degree o f

initial stability, but for many materials they are apparently rather easy t o

satisfy . A sufficient disturbance may arise spontaneously from a number o f

possible mechanisms, or may be supplied by external means . It may not be

necessary to fully understand all the possibilities . However, if for some

materials escalation from a low energy trigger cannot occur (e .g ., if freezin g

occurs too rapidly, or for other reasons fragmentation at low pressures and
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velocities is not effective) then very energetic triggers could be necessary ,

and this could significantly reduce the hazard potential .

c)

	

Propagation

To ensure coherence, a coupling mechanism is required ; if rapi d

energy transfer and expansion occur close to the explosion front compare d

to the dimensions of the overall exploding region, strong one dimensiona l

coupling through pressure and flow fields ensures that the motion of the fron t

is sustained . The most likely mechanisms for producing rapid energy transfe r

are vapour collapse and its associated fragmentation and mixing, or explosiv e

displacements such as differential acceleration of fuel, coolant and vapour .

If fully developed (detonating) explosions could be initiated, the explosiv e

displacement velocities in a wide range of materials including Na/UO 2 are more

than sufficient to ensure fine fragmentation and rapid energy transfer, even i f

the fuel drops have solid crusts . Slower propagation (or the escalation fro m

a low energy trigger to the detonation state) is less well understood, bu t

the experimental evidence suggests that vapour collapse may be more importan t

in this region than explosive displacement .

An examination of the spontaneous nucleation criterion does not revea l

any theoretical argument, or experimental evidence to justify the suggestio n

that spontaneous nucleation might be a requirement for the propagation phase .

Acknowledgements : This paper is published by permission of the Centra l
Electricity Generating Board .
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DISCUSSION ON PAPER SNI 6/7

Wright

	

The cladding barrier in the LMFBR prevents mixing . In the

SPERT case there was no such barrier to mixing, and an
energetic interaction occurred .

Board

	

What I was saying is that explosions are possible unless we ca n
show that intermixing occurs . I think you are agreeing with this .
Whether the cladding could prevent intermixing is a differen t
question which I would be pleased to discuss with you : it depends
on the details of the accident sequence, how the fuel fails, how
much is released, and the response of overheated failed clad t o
a strong shock - does the clad squash and release more fuel ?
I think detailed calculations and supporting experiments are
necessary to determine the fraction of molten fuel that would
take part in an energetic explosion .

Reynolds General observation: The talks today seem to indicate that there

are two completely different mechanism for fuel-coolant interac-
tions to consider :

a) Fuel drops into coolant, such as tin into water (involving

vapour collapse) . In this mechanism the dispersal is associate d

with instability in the vapor, the efficiency is low (- 2 %) an d
there is no FCI when the coolant is at its saturation temperature .

b) Coolant drops into fuel, such as freon into oil (involvin g
homogeneous nucleation). In this mechanism the dispersal could
be associated with the low density rates and surface tensio n
so the initial velocity causes Weber breakup. The FCI is worst

when the coolant is at its saturation temperature and th e

efficiency is very high( - 20%). This mode should apply to the

"Long" case .

Board

	

(not available)
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Bankoff

	

With respect to the second of the propagation models mentione d
in your talk, which dealt with a self-propagating two-phas e

detonation wave (Board - Hall theory), the existence of a steady -
state wave appears to be very improbable, for reason s
mentioned in my talk.

Turning to the Colgate model, what use do you see for this model ?

Board

	

I do not think your arguments that 'fragmentation would not occur i n

a detonation shock are correct as I have explained in a letter to yo u
and after your presentation . With regard to the Colgate model ,
I think he does not calculate his 2D hydrodynamics, so the outcome
of his model is uncertain - I would guess the efficiency in a

separated region would be low . But his mixing model would b e
appropriate in a 1D constrained separated system, in a singl e

pin in a unit cell as proposed by Bob Wright .

Jakeman

	

Dr . Fauske' has asked what is the view in the U. K. of the model

presented by Dr . Board. In reply I would like to say that i n

order to claim with a high degree of confidence that a sever e

SFI cannot occur following a whole core melt down the scientifi c

argument must be well established and have considerable support .

Neither the model presented by Dr . Board nor that presented by

Drs . Henry & Fauske apear to have sufficient support for th e

safety case to be based entirely on the conclusions of the models .

Board

	

(not available)
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